
  Single-Source Build and Publish

HelpStudio is the fastest, easiest way to
create and publish procedures,
documentation, and help systems and
integrate them with your desktop, web, or
mobile applications or components.

Generate output in cross-platform Web
Help, automatically responsive for tablet
and mobile, or printable PDF. Built in
localization support means that you can
take your help system to a global audience 
if required.

HelpStudio combines a feature-packed
WYSIWYG authoring environment, HTML-
based layout templates, and customizable
content widgets to simply create and localize
consistent, professional-looking help
systems with minimum effort.

Help Authoring Made Easy

  Use Exisiting or External Content

  Customizable Outputs

  Collaborative Authoring Tools
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Offer a variety of functionality for
creation, management, and 
application of styles built around web
standard CSS.

Author fuctionality with page map,
table editing, unlimited undo, hyperlink
designer, and build flag highlighting.

Contiem has a global user community
who work with our product development
team to improve our products. Our user
base plays a critical role in shaping the
way we upgrade and maintain our
products. 

All Contiem clients have access to our
help desk portal with product
documentation and support.

Includes a complete suite of
conceptual help authoring support
tools to generate output in cross-
platform, Web Help, automatically
responsive for tablet and mobile, or
printable PDF.

SOFTWARE FEATURES

BENEFITS OF USING OUR
SOFTWARE & SOLUTIONS

Provide full unicode support including
Japanese, Chinese, and Korean
alphabets or special characters.

Create any number of PDF Booklets.

HelpStudio is the natural choice for
authoring end-user help to
accompany a desktop application,
comprise a website help system, or
provide a procedural manual. 

Import content from a variety of
formats, including Microsoft Word,
Adobe RoboHelp, or plain HTML files.

www.contiem.com

Reference source content that is
managed outside a HelpStudio Project
with the External Content Sources
functionality.

Automatically refresh external content
managed outside a HelpStudio project
in preview or build mode.

Create multiple outputs from a single
project source.

Create properties containing
information that can be used in Topic
Content, Topic Titles or Table of
Contents.

Deliver dynamic content using 
pre-defined widgets.
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